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Press Release 

Opfikon, November 26, 2020 

 
Sunrise offers the fastest 5G network in Switzerland and the 
basis for the first 5G innovation in Swiss football 

• According to recent analysis from RootMetrics® by IHS Markit, the industry standard for mobile 
performance benchmarking and measurement, Sunrise offers the fastest 5G network and the best 
network connectivity.  

• With this best connectivity, which factors in latency times, the Sunrise 5G network is the best 
network for innovative digital solutions in industrial applications, in tourism, health, farming, 

sports and mobile gaming.  

• FC Basel 1893 presents a Swiss football premiere with the Sunrise CamCheck. In Switzerland's 
first "5G Smart Stadium" the fans take the director’s seat. Further 5G innovations to enrich the fan 
experience will follow. 

• The Sunrise 5G network covers more than 90% of the Swiss population with basic 5G (up to 1 
Gbit/s) and over 686 cities and towns with high-speed 5G (up to 2 Gbit/s). Sunrise offers the 

leading 5G network in Switzerland and Europe.   

 

"The RootMetrics analysis confirms again that we offer the fastest 5G network including the best network 
connectivity. We pioneered 5G in Switzerland and Europe and are proud of our leading position. With the 
best network connectivity including lowest 5G latency we offer private customers the best network for 
mobile gaming and we are the best 5G partner for all business customers. We are excited to implement the 
first 5G Smart Stadium in Switzerland with FC Basel 1893. Thanks to this strong partnership the fan 
experience can be increased in a great way and CamCheck is only a first reference for this", says André 
Krause, CEO of Sunrise. 
 
"Our Smart Stadium partnership with Sunrise will offer spectators in the stadium - not least thanks to 5G and 
IoT - a completely new football experience around the home games of FC Basel 1893. In Switzerland's first 
5G stadium, football on the pitch will of course remain the focus of attention. However, the new technology 
will enable us to launch various services that will provide fans with added value during the game and 
improve the matchday experience in the long term.  Sunrise and the FCB are working together to make St. 
Jakob Park even more unique and varied" says Frank Schaffner, Director Digital FC Basel 1893. 
 
RootMetrics took more than 55.000 measurements from drive tests ranging over 6.500 kilometers between 
Geneva and Zurich in cars and trains, in more than 140 public buildings (e.g. cafes, restaurants, and 
supermarkets) and pedestrian areas of cities. The test routes were specifically designed by RootMetrics to 
include the 5G coverage areas declared by the various providers. 
 
 
Unbeatable mobile network connectivity: Best for mobile gaming and business applications.  
 
In addition to the 5G test results, in which Sunrise offers the fastest 5G network in Switzerland with the 
shortest response times, RootMetrics also analyzed all other network technologies offered by the three 
mobile networks. According to these results, Sunrise also offers the best network connectivity in Switzerland 
across data, voice, and text performance and is therefore the best network for mobile gaming as well for 
business applications.  
 
 
 
 

https://www.sunrise.ch/en/residential/world-of-5g/gaming.html
https://www.sunrise.ch/en/business/innovation/world-of-5g.html
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A completely new football experience – the Sunrise CamCheck 
 
"Live on site but still missed the best?" That's what the new TV spot for the first "Smart Stadium" innovation 
in Swiss football says. Together with FC Basel 1893, Sunrise is expanding the live experience for spectators 
in St. Jakob Park, the largest stadium in Switzerland and presents after a 12-month development phase the 
Sunrise CamCheck.  
 
The spectator selects from four different camera positions in the FCB-App and can watch scenes live or 
scroll back a few minutes and watch them in replay from a multi-angle perspective. Highlights can be 
analyzed very precisely with the slow-motion function. CamCheck is active at all FCB home games and is 
available live via the stadium Wi-Fi and the 5G network of Sunrise throughout St. Jakob Park - for all 36,000 
seats. The fan is closer to the game than ever before and can control exactly what he wants to see. All via the 
personal smartphone, live and practically in real time. 
 
The "5G Smart Stadium" launches the digital age in top-class sport. The St. Jakob Park in Basel is equipped 
with the latest Wi-Fi 6 standard and is completely covered with a high-performance 5G network. This is the 
basis for further innovations from 2021 onwards, and the CamCheck is the first milestone on the digital 
journey. The next steps in the Smart Stadium partnership will include 360° live videos and augmented reality 
applications that can be used to display additional player data. In further innovation phases, even more 
camera positions are planned to provide insights behind the scenes of the football giant. Such innovations 
will inspire people far beyond football.  
 
More information about Smart Stadium can be found here: www.sunrise.ch/smartstadium  
 
5G rollout 
 
The Sunrise 5G network covers more than 90% of the Swiss population with basic 5G (up to 1 Gbit/s) and 
over 686 cities and villages with high-speed 5G (up to 2 Gbit/s). Sunrise offers the leading 5G network in 
Switzerland and Europe. The current coverage map, with an address search feature is available on the 
Sunrise website. Sunrise is continuing its plan to secure Switzerland’s leading digital infrastructure position 
within Europe with 5G and is continually supplying new cities/towns with this technology.  
 
 
Full details about the recent analysis from RootMetrics can be found in the RootMetrics report (by IHS 
Markit) and on https://rootmetrics.com/en-CH/home.  
 
 
____________________ 
Fastest 5G network based on speeds observed by RootMetrics® across Switzerland in H2 2020. Award results from RootMetrics 
Switzerland RootScore® report, 2H 2020. Best for mobile gaming based on the RootMetrics® Switzerland Accessibility RootScore® 
Award, 2H 2020. The award contains network performance measurements of data speed and reliability related to mobile gaming. 
Tested with best commercially available smartphones on 3 national mobile networks across all available network types. Your 
experiences may vary. RootMetrics awards and data are not an endorsement of Sunrise. Visit rootmetrics.com for more details.  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSk0sNcRExM&feature=youtu.be
https://camcheck.fcb.ch/
https://www.fcb.ch/de-CH/Fans/FCB-App#BequemundschnellalleInfoserhalten
http://www.sunrise.ch/smartstadium
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